Senior Project Manager Chip Development for EMobility (f/m/div)*
Job description
You want to cooperate with renowned players in the automotive industry? You would
love to manage diverse projects and dive deeply into technical topics? Then join us and
bring our Project Management for chip development for E-Mobility to the next level.
This position is part of the Project Management Career Path. It provides an attractive
career opportunity for employees who focus on managing projects and functional
leadership of project team members.

At a glance
Location:

Munich

Job ID:

311754

Start date:

immediately

Entry level: 5+ years
Type:

Full time

Contract:

Permanent

Apply to this position online by following the
URL and entering the Job ID in our job search:

In your new role you will be responsible for the following tasks:
Initiate, plan, steer, control and close development projects in the field of
automotive E-Mobility , incl. team setup for smaller projects, resource planning,
timeline, work packages, budget planning, controlling, documentation
Direct project activities across different sites from Munich, Warstein, Dresden and
Malaysia
Guide project teams from a technical perspective
Manage and evaluate risks efficiently, according to FMEA methods
Plan experiments, analyze outcomes and assess prototypes
Consult and act as interface to internal customers (e.g. Application Engineering,
R&D, Marketing and production sites)

Profile
You remain aware of the big picture even in complex situations and take decisions
despite uncertain circumstances. You commit yourself to the results of your team and
the company as a whole. As a true team player you coordinate your work with
colleagues and regularly share your insights with them.
You are best equipped for this task if you have:
A degree in Physics, Electrical Engineering or a similar field, preferable a PhD
At least 6 years of relevant working experience , ideally in the semiconductor or
power electronic industry, thereof 4 years as a project leader
In-depth project management knowledge in terms of project initiation, planning
and closing including reporting and documentation; preferably gathered an IPMA
Level C certification
The ability to understand and structure complex project situations ; manage crisis
situations, consolidate and present those to senior management level
A solid technical understanding of power electronic device physics, chip
development and semiconductor processing
A proactive mindset with strong communication and moderation skills to align
between internal and external stakeholders
Excellent English and German skills in order to interact successfully with cross-

Job ID:

311754

www.infineon.com/jobs

Contact
Caroline Sigl
Talent Attraction Manager

Excellent English and German skills in order to interact successfully with crossfunctional teams globally

